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Let me
take care

of it! I can
do it, too!

Okay,
 you take
care of it!

Let’s share
the responsibilities!

Are you
sure you’ve

got it?

Yes!

●

Most of the deaths from the Great Hanshin-Awaji 
Earthquake were caused by the collapse of houses 
and furniture that fell on people. To avoid this, it is 
vital that you inspect the inside and outside your 
home and be prepared for emergencies. 

□ Put out the fire  
□ Turn off the main gas shutoff valve
□ Ensure the safety of children and the elderly  
□ Move dangerous goods to safe locations  
□ Keep fire extinguishers, buckets, and the like in 
　 usable condition
□ Pull the plugs of electrical appliances and turn off 
 　the circuit breakers  
□ Get information from radio and TV 
□ Make sure the exits are accessible 
□ Check the emergency kits 
□ Leave messages for family members who can’t get 　 
 　home quickly 
□ Put signs outside the house that tell where you are 　 
staying and the contact information

 

Decide on the Role of Each Family Member

Check for dangerous spots

Causes of deaths in the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake

Crushing

Burning and other causes
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Check to see if there are any dangerous spots either indoors or 
outdoors. If there are, see about repairs or strengthening 
measures. 

Check on the evacuation sites and routes for the family and make 
your own emergency map. (See page 35)

Make sure that every necessity is stocked.  Periodically check the 
expiration date; make sure the items have not gone bad, and 
replace them if necessary. (Refer to the page on the right.) 

Check the fire extinguishers and the first-aid kit. Remind yourself 
of how to use the extinguishers and how to administer first-aid. 
(See pages 32-34)

Talk to your family members 
about where to meet, how to 
contact each other, and have 
everyone carry emergency 
contact cards with that 
information. (Refer to the end 
of the book.) 

Check the emergency kits and
emergency goods stored in the house

Check the emergency supplies and equipment

６ Every family should have an emergency map on hand

Prepare emergency contact cards for the family

Can Your House Withstand an Earthquake? 

Buildings constructed before 1981

(Based on the “Interim Report on the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, 1995” by the Ministry of Construction) 

■ Construction periods and earthquake damage (complete survey in the vicinity of JR Sannomiya Station)

75％16％9％34％37％29％

12%

88%

Routine Preparations for Earthquakes
and Disasters Caused by Wind or Floods

Chapter 3

Most of the deaths from crushing 
were caused by houses collapsing 
and furniture falling!

Source: Fire Protection White Paper, The Fire 
and Disaster Management Agency

Holding Family Disaster Prevention Meetings
To lessen the damage caused by earthquakes, daily preparedness is important. 
Talk to your family members about their personal safety.

Have you ever taken measures such as seismic diagnosis or seismic retrofitting of your house?  If your house was built according to 

Talk with your family members and decide on what role 
each one should play in an emergency

Buildings constructed after 1982
Major damage
/ Collapse

Major
damage
/ Collapse

Moderate damage
/ Minor damage

Moderate
damage
/ Minor
damage

No damage
/ Slight damage

No damage
/ Slight damage


